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Key Observations
In Q1 2018, DNS Amplification attacks surged 201.42% quarter-on-quarter (QoQ) and 660.92%
year-on-year (YoY). Of those attacks, 55 were identified as Memcached attacks. While Memcached
attacks were vastly outnumbered by other types of DNS Amplifications, the amplification factor they
produce can go as high as 51,000X, making them the most efficient attack tool ever. Nexusguard’s
honeypot data reveal that Memcached attackers followed a two-step approach, first sending a
“version” or “gets” request to identify vulnerable Memcached servers, and then sending a “stats”
request to reflect oversized packets upon the victim.

New Findings : Memcached Attacks

55

260Gbps

Attacks Recorded

Maximum Size

96 Hours, 57 Minutes (4+ Days)
Longest Duration

Total DDoS Attacks
vs.
Q1 2017

13.33%

vs.
Q4 2017

78.03%

DDoS Attack YoY & QoQ Comparison
Amplification Attacks

Volumetric Attacks

Application Attacks

vs.
Q1 2017

660.92%

30.89%

71.44%

vs.
Q4 2017

201.42%

61.79%

12.70%
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Quarterly Focus Perpetrators Explore a New Amplification
Attack Method
Cyber perpetrators are constantly seeking to magnify the power of DDoS weapons by exploring new
amplification attack methods. Looking at the historical landscape clearly shows their dogged pursuit of
stronger firepower. Two waves of amplification attacks have come to the forefront recently: The first wave
consisted of DNSSEC Amplification attacks observed in our Q4 2017 Threat Report, while the second one
appeared this quarter in the form of Memcached attacks. DNSSEC Amplification attacks have an
amplification factor of about 76X. In contrast, the enormous amplification factor of Memcached attacks
(51,000X) enables especially powerful, huge attacks — despite the small-sized incoming requests.

Memcached Attack Activities
Memcached servers cache data and objects in RAM to reduce the number of times an external data
source such as a database must be read, thereby boosting the responsiveness of dynamic,
database-driven websites. In our studies, Nexusguard set up a honeypot disguised as a Memcached
server to trace botnets back to their source and cross check the targeted victim’s IP address. Through the
honeypot, we observed scanning and attack activities. The attacker’s scanning searched for any
Memcached servers available to attack. Our logs show that perpetrators would try different source IPs
once or twice, typically using a “version” or “gets” scanning request.
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Figure 1. Nexusguard’s Scanning and Attack Memcached Honeypot
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Scanning Case 1: “version” Request
Perpetrators sent a “version” request to confirm the existence of the target. The packet size of the
scanning request was 17 bytes, while the returning packet was 14 bytes. If available, the targeted
Memcached server replied with version 1.4.13 in our test.

xxxx@xxxxxxxxxx:~# echo -en "\x00\x00\x00\x00\x00\x01\x00\x00version\r\n" | nc -q1 -u \
xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx 11211
VERSION 1.4.13

Scanning Case 2: “gets” Request
When perpetrators sent a “gets” request the packet size was 64 bytes, while the return was 4 bytes. If
available, the targeted server responded with a white space before “END”. In our test, a request was sent
to get “a b c d e f g h j k l m n o p q r s t w v u x y a”. If that string of characters was not included, the target
server responded with a white space before “END”.

xxxx@xxxxxxxxxx:~# echo -en "\x00\x00\x00\x00\x00\x01\x00\x00gets a b c d e f g h j k l m n o p q r s t
w v u x y a \
\r\n" | nc -q1 -u xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx 11211
END
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The Amplification Attack Process
In our demonstration, a “stats” request from perpetrators returned a large response supposedly forwarded
to the targets, but actually dropped by the honeypot. The small-sized request of 15 bytes triggered an
amplified response of 1,052 bytes (more than 70X). The flood of responses to such a large number of
requests would be regarded a severe attack. Our honeypot logs revealed that most of targets’ IPs came
from well-known websites, infrastructures, and DNS providers.

xxxx@xxxxxxxxxx:~# echo -en "\x00\x00\x00\x00\x00\x01\x00\x00stats\r\n" | nc -q1 -u \
xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx 11211
STAT pid 9302
STAT uptime 1316
STAT time 1524625314
STAT version 1.4.13
STAT libevent 2.0.19-stable
STAT pointer_size 64
STAT rusage_user 2.508156
STAT rusage_system 1.420088
STAT curr_connections 8

STAT hash_power_level 16
STAT hash_bytes 524288
STAT hash_is_expanding 0
STAT expired_unfetched 0
STAT evicted_unfetched 0
STAT bytes 0
STAT curr_items 0
STAT total_items 0
STAT evictions 0
STAT reclaimed 0
END
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Memcached Attack Targeted IPs

Percentage

Cloud Providers

82.05%

Telecoms

12.83%

Well-known Public DNS Services

2.56%

Education

2.56%

Table 1. Memcached Attack Targets, Q1 2018

Honeypot Log Analysis
Nexusguard’s honeypot collected lots of information about Memcached attacks. Source IPs gathered
from the scanning logs are believed to be bot/attacker IPs since valid addresses had to be used to check
the Memcached server and accept return traffic. The attack log shows that perpetrators spoofed the
source IP to the victim IP so the Memcached server would forward attack traffic directly to victims. The
scanning and attack information, summarized below, will help us develop Memcached attack prevention
strategies.

Maximum

Minimum

Attack request per event (Count)

17,339

68

Attack request per second

307

1

Duration (Seconds)

1,440.98

0.54

Average

1,843
162
69.98

Table 2. Memcached Attack Summary, Q1 2018
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DDoS Activities
Types of Attack Vectors
DNS Amplification (4,791 attacks), UDP (1,806 attacks), and ICMP (1,608 attacks) took first, second, and
third place, respectively. The prevalence of DNS Amplification attacks (33.23% of attack vectors)
followed a similarly strong showing in our Q4 2017 report. Taking into consideration the full range of
Amplifications (DNS, NTP, SSDP, CLDAP, CHARGEN, SNMP, and Memcached) brings us to 36.67% of the
total attacks in the quarter. Clearly, attackers strongly prefer amplification attacks.

DNS Amplification Attack
UDP Attack
ICMP Attack
IP Fragmentation Attack
TCP SYN Attack
HTTP Flood
IP BOGONS
TCP ACK Attack
NTP Amplification Attack
HTTPS Flood
TCP RST Attack
UDP Fragmentation Attack
SSDP Amplification Attack
Memcached Attack
DNS Attack
TCP Fragmentation Attack
CLDAP Reflection Attack
SNMP Amplification Attack
SIP Flood
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Figure 2. Distribution of DDoS Attack Vectors, Q1 2018
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Figure 3. Amplification Attacks between Q4 2016 and Q1 2018
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Top 3 Attack Vectors

No.1

DNS Amplification Attacks

33.25 %

A DNS Amplification attack occurs when UDP packets with spoofed
target IP addresses are sent to a publicly accessible DNS server. Each
UDP packet makes a request to a DNS resolver, often sending an

4,791

“ANY” request in order to receive a large number of responses.
Attempting to respond, DNS resolvers send a large response to the
target’s spoofed IP address. The target thus receives an enormous
amount of responses from the surrounding network infrastructure,
resulting in a DDoS attack. Because such a sizable response can be
created by a very small request, the attacker can leverage this tactic to
amplify attacks with a maximum amplification factor of 54.

No.2

UDP Attacks

12.53 %

UDP (Universal Datagram Protocol) attacks can quickly overwhelm
the defenses of unsuspecting targets. Speed in detection and
response is key to thwarting attackers using this volumetric strategy.

1,806

UDP frequently serves as a smokescreen to mask other malicious
activities such as efforts to compromise personal identifiable
information (PII) or the execution of malware or remote codes. At the
same time, when a large number of UDP packets hit victim's network,
it will congest the bandwidth and saps the server's resources. As
such, the servers result in being inaccessible.

No.3

ICMP Attacks

11.16 %
1,608

ICMP (Internet Control Mechanism Protocol) is a connectionless
protocol that generates error messages to source IPs and is exploited
by attackers to overwhelm targeted computers with ICMP echo
requests. Flooded by request packets from spoofed IP addresses,
targeted servers consume excessive amounts of bandwidth processing
and replying to request packets and thus become overloaded.
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Quantity of Attack Vectors
Multi-vector attacks accounted for 53.94% of the total observed in the quarter, while single vector attacks
accounted for 46.06%. Nine vectors was the maximum.

Multi-vector attacks

53.94 %

Single-vector attacks

46.06 %
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Figure 4. Distribution of Attack Vectors, Q1 2018
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Top 5 Multi-vector Attacks
Two-vector attacks were primarily NTP and DNS Amplification attacks using UDP in a volumetric role.
UDP is faster, simpler, and less costly to launch through botnets, and is easily manipulated to
exponentially increase the size of attacks. NTP and DNS Amplification also played a leading role in
three-vector volumetric attacks, with ICMP teaming up with UDP to complete the trio. ICMP saps the
bandwidth of targets handling incoming requests. Perpetrators sent spoofed requests to port 123 for
NTP and port 53 for DNS, soliciting responses with large payloads that were directed to the target
network (the amplification factor of NTP is 556.9X, while DNS ranges between 28X and 54X according to
US-Cert).

Rankings

Attack Vector 1

Attack Vector 2

Attack Vector 3

1

NTP Amplification

UDP

N/A

2

NTP Amplification

UDP

ICMP

8.19%

3 (tie)

TCP SYN

TCP RST

N/A

7.02%

3 (tie)

TCP SYN

UDP

N/A

7.02%

DNS Amplification

UDP

ICMP

5.85%

5

Distribution of Multi-vectors

14.04%

Table 3. Top 5 Multi-vector Attacks, Q1 2018
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Attack Durations
Attacks lasting less than 90 minutes occupied 69.40% of the total, while those lasting longer accounted
for 30.60%. Compared to Q4 2017, all durations save those longer than 1,200 minutes increased by
150.00%. YOY, Q1 2018 saw a drastic increase (478.96%) in attacks of fewer than 90 minutes and those
longer than 1,200 minutes (233.33%). Cyber perpetrators typically focus on the peak operation hours of
their targets to maximize the impact of their attacks.

<90 minutes

69.40 %
80.0%
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40.0%
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Figure 5. Distribution of Attack Durations, Q1 2018
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Attack Size Distribution
Of total attacks, 75.39% were smaller than 10Gbps. The average size was 15.93Gbps and the maximum
319.95Gbps.

The largest attack in the quarter

319.95 Gbps
50.0%

40.0%

30.0%

20.0%

10.0%

0.0%

<1G

>=1G and < 10G

>=10G

Attack SIze (Gbps)

Figure 6. Distribution of Attack Sizes, Q1 2018
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Global Attack Source Distribution
With more than 1 billion Internet users between them (nearly one-third of the worldwide total) China and
the U.S. were the top two global attack source regions. Vietnam followed in the third spot with a rapidly
growing population of 53 million online citizens.

Regions

Percentage

China

15.21%

United States of America

14.24%

Vietnam

7.44%

France

5.96%

Brazil

4.83%

South Korea

4.18%

Germany

3.42%

Russian Federation

3.33%

India

3.26%

Italy

2.94%

Others (including 118 regions)

35.19%

Table 4. Top 10 Global Attack Source Distribution, Q1 2018
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APAC Attack Source Distribution
China again led the way. Overall, the rankings of APAC regions matched their relative positions in the
global attack source distribution rankings.

Regions

Percentage

China

37.82%

Vietnam

18.50%

South Korea

10.38%

India

8.12%

Indonesia

4.57%

Thailand

4.40%

Taiwan

3.03%

Japan

1.92%

Singapore

1.84%

Pakistan

1.45%

Others (Including 12 Regions)

7.95%

Table 5. Top 10 APAC Attack Source Distribution, Q1 2018
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Reflective DDoS Attacks by Autonomous System Number (ASN)
The rankings of top four ASNs by regions of origin closely mirrored the global attack source distribution.

ASN

Network Name

Percentage

45899

VNPT-AS-VN

4.97%

14061

DIGITALOCEAN-ASN

4.16%

16276

OVH, FR

4.04%

4134

CHINANET-BACKBONE

3.44%

4766

KIXS-AS-KR

2.27%

4837

CHINA169-BACKBONE

2.06%

45090

CNNIC-TENCENT-NET-AP

2.03%

8452

TE-AS

1.74%

4808

CHINA169-BJ

1.51%

8075

MICROSOFT-CORP-MSN-AS-BLOCK

1.44%

Others

1,467 ASNs

72.35%

Table 6. Top 10 ASN Attack Rankings, Q1 2018
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Conclusions
In Q1 2018, the total number of DDoS attacks soared 78.03% QOQ and 13.33% YOY. Amplification
attacks saw a sharp rise compared with Q1 2017 (up 700%) and Q4 2017 (up 200%). By exploiting the
vulnerabilities of poorly configured DNSSEC-enabled DNS servers and unguarded Memcached servers,
attackers were able to launch multiple waves of amplification attacks in the past two quarters. The
amplification factor of attacks leveraging Memcached servers can go as high as 51,000X, greatly
surpassing those achieved by NTP or DNS attacks, which range between 2,000X and 11,000X at most.
After the Memcached vulnerability was reported, Nexusguard and the security community called on
service providers to harden security on their Memcached servers. Subsequently, the number of
unguarded Memcached servers fell from more than 100,000 to about 40,000 over the course of three
months.
Like IoT devices, a Memcached server is another example of a poorly secured device that was developed
and deployed with little or no security in mind. If and when security was added, it was done as an
afterthought. At Nexusguard, we believe that security should always be a top priority — from initial
development to rollout of a service or device. And security configurations and virtual patches need to be
updated throughout their lifecycle. As the world becomes more and more interconnected, cybercriminals
will continue to step up their efforts to discover new vulnerabilities and exploit them.
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Research & Methodology
As a global leader in Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attack mitigation, Nexusguard observes and
collects real-time data on threats facing enterprise and service-provider networks worldwide. Threat
intelligence is gathered via attack data, research, publically available information, Honeypots, ISPs, and
logs recording traffic between attackers and their targets. The analysis conducted by our research team
identifies vulnerabilities and measures attack trends worldwide to provide a comprehensive view of
DDoS threats.
Attacks and hacking activities have a major impact on cybersecurity. Because of the comprehensive,
global nature of our data sets and observations, Nexusguard is able to evaluate DDoS events in a
manner that is not biased by any single set of customers or industries. Many zero-day threats are first
seen on our global research network. These threats, among others, are summarized in the quarterly
Threat Reports produced by Nexusguard’s research team:
• Tony Miu, Research Direction & Security Data Analysis
• Ricky Yeung, Data Mining & Analysis
• Dominic Li, Data Analysis & Content Development
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About Nexusguard
Founded in 2008, Nexusguard is a leading cloud-based distributed denial of
service (DDoS) security solution provider fighting malicious internet attacks.
Nexusguard ensures uninterrupted internet service, visibility, optimization and
performance. Nexusguard is focused on developing and providing the best
cybersecurity solution for every client across a range of industries with specific
business and technical requirements. Nexusguard also enables communication
service providers to deliver DDoS protection solution as a service. Nexusguard
delivers on its promise to provide you with peace of mind by countering threats
and ensuring maximum uptime.

www.nexusguard.com
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